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An ideal gas law.
Ron Ball explains why some reasonable requests from
industrial customers would in fact break state or federal laws.
Fortunately he has solutions that keep customers happy, and
ensure your firm is within the letter of the law.

I

you
f are a regular reader of my past
columns at this point you are probably
perplexed, because you already know that
federal law prohibits selling prescription
drugs such as medical gases to industrial
accounts. However, many welding and gas
distributors regularly receive requests from
customers to provide medical grade gases for
legitimate, but non-medical purposes. This
article will examine two of those issues, and
discuss how to solve this common dilemma
faced by many welding and gases distributors.
Diving dilemma
An air separation unit (ASU) can be configured
to produce either industrial grade or medical
grade oxygen and nitrogen. Generally there
is no difference in the quality attributes of the
product produced at either facility. Medical
grade gas production has less to do with the
quality of the product and more to do with
meeting US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) validation, operating, and documentation
requirements.
However, while oxygen
produced as a medical grade can subsequently
be delivered and used by industrial customers,
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it is illegal to take oxygen produced at an
industrial only ASU and sell it for medical grade
product. In other words, it is acceptable to
re-Iabel and sell medical oxygen for industrial
applications, but against federal law to do
the same with industrial oxygen and sell it for
medical applications.
The pedigree for medical
oxygen is at the supply chain source - the
ASU. Product produced at an industrial grade
ASU can never become medical grade product
as it moves down the supply chain. For this
reason, the overwhelming majority of all of the
ASU facilities in the US that produce merchant
liquid oxygen product manufacture it as medical
grade.
Industrial grades of oxygen are most
commonly supplied for combustion and cutting/
welding applications.
Through these types of
applications oxygen and hydrocarbon gases
come together in close proximity, such as in a
torch set. If the torch owner is not following all
safety precautions, such as having check valves
in the fuel and oxygen lines, the potential exists
for trace amounts of the fuel gas to backflow
into the oxygen cylinder. Finding trace amounts

of fuel gases in an industrial oxygen cylinder is
not all that uncommon in the gases industry. A
few ppm of hydrocarbons in an oxygen cylinder
is typically not a concern, as long as that
oxygen cylinder continues to be used for cutting
applications.
If that same cylinder were to be
used under different circumstances, as we will
see later in this article, this can become a life
threatening issue.
Oxygen used for respiration by humans
and other animals is almost invariably
medical grade, as this is what physicians and
veterinarians provide to their sick patients.
FDA regulations clearly stipulate that only sick
people shall be supplied with medical grade
oxygen. It is illegal to supply medical gases
to individuals, such as scuba divers who need
the oxygen for life support but are considered
healthy. Welding and gas distributors who
provide dive shops with oxygen labeled as USP
product are violating the Food Drug & Cosmetic
Act in doing so.
Since many welding and gases distributors
do not blow down and evacuate their industrial
oxygen cylinders, nor do they do a pre- or postwww.specialtygasreport.com
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fill odor test, we do not recommend supplying
industrial grade oxygen to dive shops. There
is potential for trace amounts of hydrocarbons
to be present in industrial oxygen cylinders
as discussed above. Trace hydrocarbons
probably would not be a health issue to humans
if respired at or near atmospheric pressure.
However, the same level of hydrocarbon
compounds can quickly become toxic and life
threatening if respired at elevated pressures,
such as during an underwater dive.
The
deeper the dive, the more the toxicity increases.
For this reason many dive shops request
medical grade product. They are well aware
of the potential for hydrocarbon contamination
in industrial cylinders, and even though the
product originally came from a medically
qualified ASU, once it has been filled into
industrial cylinders there is an ever-present
potential for trace contaminants in the product.
There are two potential solutions: the first is
to supply dive shops with a grade of gas called
Aviator Breathing Oxygen (ABO). Typically
supplied for use in un-pressurized aircraft that
will fly above 10,000 feet to provide oxygen to
the pilots and passengers, ABO is produced
to a military specification (MILSPEC), and
requires a very low moisture content to prevent
aircraft regulator equipment from freezing at
high altitudes. ABO is not a common product
in some areas of the US, and in other areas
many companies do not have the trace moisture
analytical equipment necessary to analyze the
product's dew point, which is needed to make
ABO. Like medical gases, ABO cylinders are
evacuated and a pre-fill odor test is required.
Also like medical gases, ABO cylinders receive
a post-fill odor test, and the product is analyzed
for assay and identification, in addition to dew
point. Finally, customers receiving shipments
of ABO are also provided documentation on the
product quality attributes, such as a Certificate
of Analysis. If available, providing a dive shop
with ABO would be a good solution.
The second potential solution involves down
grading medical products, and essentially
creating a diving grade of gas. If ABO is not
an applicable solution for your business,
then the following approach should satisfy
your customers. Cylinders to be filled with
oxygen to be used by dive shops should be
prepared, filled, tested, and documented as
if they were medical cylinders, but have an
industrial label applied. The only difference
between this product going to a dive shop and
medical product would be the label applied to
the cylinder. To accomplish this, the following
conditions would need to be met as a minimum:
• Qualify the cylinder before filling, including
pre-fill odor test and internal inspection if
•

needed
Blow down and evacuate the cylinders to a

minimum of 25" of vacuum.
•
•
•

Use medical grade product as the source
materials for filling these cylinders
Perform all post-fill checks and analysis
steps required for medical cylinders
Document all cylinder fill and analysis steps

the same as medical cylinders
Ensure traceability of the product, including
lot numbering of each cylinder
We further recommend that each shipment of
product to a customer be accompanied with a
Certificate of Analysis that specifically states:
•

LOX-8 Paste & Grease
O2 Certified by NASA &. BAM
Still not impressed? Look at these credentials!
LOX-8 is waterproof (hydrophobic) as well as
inert to many aggressive chemicals (complete
list is on our website).
LOX-S has anti-galling and anti-seize qualities,
and it is non-migrating, meaning it stays
where it is applied.
Did we mention that LOX-S was certified by
NASA and BAM (Germany) for
use with gaseous and liquid
oxygen? It was!
Want to see
the reports
and find out
more?
Visit us on
line or call
and talk to
an engineer
about your
application.
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The product was produced in accordance
with all relevant 21 CFR requirements
• The source product was medical grade
• The product was tested and met all relevant
USP specifications
• The product is suitable for human
respiration.
Through this practice welding and gases
distributors can provide a grade of gas which

was produced with the care and scrutiny of
medical gases, and has been tested to assure
its quality attributes conform to that of a
medical grade of gas, all the while avoiding
any potential violation of the applicable
federal regulations regarding the provision of
prescription drugs to non-medical applications.
Nitrogen NF & Hospital Installations
The installation of bulk gas supply systems

eldship builds
ISO-containers, tube trailers,
C02 transports and ground storage modules to uncompromising quality. All of
our equipment meets or exceeds domestic and international standards. Weldship
is a preferred supplier for ultra-high purity gas equipment requiring specialized
design. Our customers expect rugged, durable products and we deliver them!
Like you, Weldship never compromises on quality. Contact us today to keep
your product safe, your fleet moving ... and your profits rolling!
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at hospitals and other health care facilities is
another FDA regulated medical gas activity. In
addition to the FDA these systems are also
governed by the requirements in NFPA 99,
NFPA 55, CGA M-1, and often local building
and fire codes. Installing a healthcare bulk gas
supply system involves a drug delivery system
field assembly. And part of that assembly and
commissioning process involves field brazing of
the interconnecting copper piping. To prevent
contamination inside of this copper piping,
nitrogen gas is used to purge all oxygen out of
the system. If you have never seen the inside
of a hospital piping system that was brazed
together without a nitrogen purge, it looks like
the inside of a bat cave.
In the late 1990s the industry realized that
under FDA regulations, purging a prescription
drug piping system with industrial grade
nitrogen essentially caused the system to
become adulterated.
To rectify this issue the
NFPA 99 code was changed to specifically
state that Nitrogen NF, the medical grade of N2,
must be used for this purpose. Initially there
was some resistance from the FDA on this,
but once it understood the issue, and came to
understand it was now in the applicable national
code, the organization accepted purging
healthcare piping systems with Nitrogen NF as
a legitimate medical application.
To ensure gas
manufacturers have adequate documentation
for this activity during FDA inspections, we
recommended distributors who provide
Nitrogen NF to plumbers and mechanical
contractors have on file a letter from these
customers on their company letterhead, stating
they are using this grade of gas to purge piping
systems at health care facilities.
However, over the last few years, one state
- Louisiana - has taken exception to this
process. It has made official notification to
the medical gases industry that in the state of
Louisiana providing Nitrogen NF to plumbers
and mechanical contractors to use as a
brazing purge gas at healthcare facilities will be
regarded as a violation of state law. Why this
state has taken such a regressive stance on
this issue is not clear. What is clear is that in
Louisiana, individuals who install and maintain
bulk medical gas systems at healthcare facilities
and try to purchase Nitrogen NF now face
a "Catch-22" situation: comply with NFPA
99 and FDA cGMP requirements, thereby
violating state law, or comply with state law, use
industrial nitrogen, and potentially render the
system they are working on as unsuitable for
medical applications.
The Compressed Gas
Association has attempted to discuss this issue
with Louisiana officials, but with no success to
date.
Obviously what is needed is a work around
that satisfies both parties. In this instance we
do not see companies in Louisiana adopting the
same approach for supplying N2 to plumbers
and contractors as previously discussed for
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supplying O2 to dive shops. The market for the former gas is probably too
small to justify taking this approach. In Louisiana, the easiest and most
straightforward approach is for the plumbers/mechanical
contractors to
have the healthcare facility for which they work purchase the Nitrogen
NF, and provide the plumbers/contractors
access to these gases as
needed. In this way the plumbers/contractors
can use the grade of gas
that is needed, while doing so under the auspices of a healthcare facility,
avoiding any potential violation of Louisiana state law.
These instances are two of the most common situations where medical
gas suppliers receive requests from their industrial customers to purchase
medical gases. Rather than potentially violate a state or federal regulatory
requirement, it is best to take the time to research and understand all the
issues before setting a course of action. There is almost always a solution
out there that will accommodate everyone, and stay on the right side of
the law.
B&R has helped many companies with issues related to medical gases
and FDA compliance.
If you have questions about this article or anything
related to FDA compliance and medical gases please contact us to
discuss how we can assist your business. !Ell
Ron Ball
For more informationon regulations
that affect medicalgas producers
and end-users,contact:RonBall at
B&RComplianceAssociatesLLC:
+ 1 (317) 297 8518; email: ron.
ball@brcompliance.com; www.
brcompliance.com
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Still haven't
been to the
newCSA
website?
Visit us now!

www.cryogenicsociety.org
Discover the wealth of resources
available, including:

you need it... '

IN A HURRY!
Talk to the gas delivery experts at
Advanced Specialty Gas Equipment.
All types of equipment and accessories
for every application-most
of it ready
to ship to you. RIGHT NOW!

• FREE downloadable Buyer's Guide issue

• Photo galleries highlighting past conferences
• Information and registration for CSA courses

• News items, updatedfrequently

Call 888-999-ASGE
for more info and a FREE catalog
or visit www.asge-online.com

• Publications available for purchase

• Help Wanted and Equipmentfor Sale ads
• Calendar and listing of events

• "Ask the Experts" Q&A section for members
• An online survey for feedback/suggestions
Take advantage of our website's heavy traffic.
Advertise on this unique industry resource!
Visit www.cryogenicsociety.orgladvertisel for more information.
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